AMERICAN
the original Century dictionary and en-
tuely rewritten, with the addition of a
great amount of new material . . Ed
by H G Emeiy and K G Bie\\ster
N Y , Century [cl927~33] 2v il, col pi
28cm $12	423
Supplements Synonyms and antonyms, Abbrevia-
tions, Business terms, Foreign words and phrases,
Proper names exclusive of biography and geography,
Biographical names, Geographical names
Not a revision of the Century dictionary, but a much
smaller work including a smaller vocabulary selected
from the Century with new definitions and a different
selection of illustrative quotations Is not a substitute
for the Century or for the large one-volume dictionaries
such as Webster
Standard dictionary. Funk and Wagnalls
new standard dictionary of the English
language, prepared by more than 380 spe-
cialists and other scholars under the su-
pervision of I K Funk, Calvin Thomas,
F H Vizetelly N Y , Funk, 1913 2916p
il, pi (part col) facsim 31cm Buckr,
$18, sheep, $22, 2v duroyd, $33, for
price of the "subscription" ed apply to
the publisher	423
1st ed 1893 had title Standard dictionary, a new ed ,
1901, had 85 pages of addenda containing 13,000 new
words but was otherwise printed from the same plates
as the first ed , the New standard is a thorough revision
of the 1893 edition, reset and printed from new plates
throughout Later issues or reprints of this edition show
changes m the plates, insertion of new words, etc
Contents (1) Dictionary, including in one alphabet
all ordinary dictionary words and also the various prop-
er names, t e , biographical, bibliographical, geographi-
cal, mythological, biblical, etc , which were given in sep-
arate lists in the first edition, (2) Appendix Disputed
pronunciations, Rules for simplified spelling, Foreign
words and phrases, Statistics of population, History of
the world day by day (tins list m "subscription ed "
only)
A serviceable one volume work Its special feature is
emphasis upon current information, i e, present day
meaning, pronunciation, spelling, and the subordination
of the historical to the current information Full vocabu-
lary, about 450,000 words including 65,000 proper names,
aims to include all live words of the language in stand-
ard speech and literature of the day and terms com-
monly used dialectically by large numbers of people in
different parts of the English speaking world Prefers
simpler spelling and when several forms are used by
authorities indicates those used by American philological
association, American spelling reform association, and
Simplified spelling board Marks syllabication and hy-
phenated w ords plainly, using single hyphen for the first
and double hyphen for the second, indicates pronuncia-
tion by two respellings (1) by the scientific alphabet,
N E A , and (2) by the ordinary respelhng used in text-
 books Gnes antonyms as well as sjnomnis Contains
considerable encj clopedic information and many illus-
trations and good colored plates
Published in both a "regalar" and a "subscription"
edition The tegular edition dors not contain the appen-
dix "Hi&tory of the world day b^ daj "
k Practical standard dictionary of the Eng-
lish language	NY, Funk, 1934
[c!922-34] 1309p il 24cm Cloth, $5,
buckr, $6	423
Sub-title Designed to give tbe orthography, pronun-
ciation, meaning, and etymology of over 140,000 words
and phrases	with synonyms, antonyms and prepo-
sitions, containing also an appendix of foreign phrases
abridged from the Funk and Wagnalls New stand-
ard dictionary by Frank H Vizetelly
Pub   also under title College &tandard dictionary
1st ed 1922, later issues show many changes in plates
to include recent scientific terms, biographical data, etc
A still smaller dictionary in the "Standard" senes is
the Desk standard dictionary oj the English language
(1934, cl915-34 S94p $2) For description of this and of
e\en smaller abridgments in the senes see Subscription
Books Bulletin, Oct. 1934
Webster, Noah Webster's New interna-
tional dictionary of the English language.
2d ed, unabridged An entirely new
book	A Mernam-Webster, Wil-
liam Allan Neilson, editor-m-chief,
Thomas A Knott, general editor, Paul
W Carhart, managing editor Spring-
field, Mass, Merriara, 1934 xcvi, 3210p
il, pi (part col ), ports , maps, diagrs
31cm Buckr, $20 Ref hist ed, $3150
423
1st ed of Webster's dictionary 1828, a revision popu-
larly known as the Unabridged, 1864, Webster's Inter-
national (the revised Webster), 1890, a new ed of this
latter, 1900, had a 238 page supplement containing 25,000
new words but was otherwise reprinted from the plates
of the 1890 edition, the New international, 1909, is en-
tirely revised and reset throughout, various reissues,
unchanged in main dictionary but with prefatory lists
of new words, 2d ed of New international, 1934, re-
vised throughout and reset
Contents (1) Dictionary, including in the same list
both the usual dictionary words and also foreign phrases,
abbreviations, proverbs, noted names of fiction and all
proper names except those in the biographical and geo-
graphical lists, (2) Appendix (a) Abbreviations, (b)
Arbitrary signs and symbols, (c) Foims of address,
(d) Pronouncing gazetteer, (e) Pronouncing biographical
dictionary In addition to the foregoing the "Reference
history edition" contains a separately paged supplement
"Reference history of the world" by A B Hart, c!934
The oldest and most famous American dictionary, a
good all round dictionary with no marked specialization
or bias, well edited, reliable, and noted particularly for
the clearness of its definitions The most used, and for

